
aggressive promotional opportunities, “both in print and on shelf — Temporary 
Price Cuts — and one time buy (OTB) opportunities in premium food, dog and 
cat supplies, and on seasonal goods and new innovations.”

Sports nutrition is another planned area of focus for 2015. “We will focus on 
protein and energy products, as our protein and energy bar business continues 
to grow,” she noted. “We have new, additional resources and extended flavors 
and sizes, and we anticipate 8-percent growth in 2015.”

Igoe said NEXCOM’s vitamin business has also extended its successful run. 
“The emphasis will be on probiotics, gummies, energy health, private label and 
larger pack sizes,” she said. “We anticipate the vitamin business will grow 11 
percent in 2015.” 

Candy is yet another area that has experienced year-over-year aggressive 
growth in NEXCOM stores during the past year. “In October, we launched our 
private label nut program, North Star Trading Co., which is an upscale program, 
offering products at very reasonable price points.” 

Igoe said NEXCOM’s front-end candy programs “are very successful. We 
are focused on increasing average transactions in front-end products.”

Holiday candy was another strong subcategory. “We had another strong 
year in seasonal candy sales, with very good sell-through, and we are planning 
seasonal candy performance to increase in 2015,” Igoe said. 

PROGRAMS
The “Low Price Guarantee” program — involving health care, personal care 

and household supplies — is another major focus for the exchange service in 
2015. “These categories are a big part of our customers’ weekly shopping lists,” 
Igoe said. “We want our customers to think of us first for these daily needs. We 
are continuing to develop new, smaller assortments to assist our smaller stores 

NEXCOM CONSUMABLES VP & GMM PAT IGOE
While various initiatives are in the con-

sumables hopper, one general principle unites 
them all. Igoe noted that her area’s overarching 
objective during 2015 is to “delight” Navy 
Exchange shoppers.

Perhaps NEXCOM’s highest profile initia-
tive is its ongoing “A Better You” program that 
addresses patron health and wellness. “People 
today are more concerned than ever about their 
well-being and health, and are actively seeking 
products to help them achieve their goals,” 
Igoe said. “NEXCOM’s ‘A Better You’ pro-
gram highlights a wide selection of carefully 
selected products that support our customers’ 
well-being and health goals.”

Igoe said that another initiative for the 
new year is “Omni-Channel,” involving NEXCOM’s new web platform. “This 
past September, we launched our new web platform with great success,” she 
said. “2015 is going to be a superb Omni-Channel year. We are adding many 
additional categories as well as integrating brick-and-mortar and e-commerce 
strategies and programs.”  

HOT CATEGORIES
Our aggressive growth categories include pet, sports nutrition, candy, and 

health and personal care,” Igoe told E and C News. “Our buyers and divisional 
merchandise managers have developed exciting and aggressive business strate-
gies. We are going to have a very successful 2015.”

In the pet category, Igoe said that a special focus for 2015 will be placed “on 
the continued growth and expansion of the premium pet food brands, including 
Blue Buffalo, Hill’s Science Diet, Ideal Balance, Nutro, Purina Pro Plan, Royal 
Canin and Wellness.” In addition, Igoe said that the NEXCOM pet team will 
focus on the entire cat category; combo planograms, including food and supplies; 

OBJECTIVE: 
To Delight 
Customers
As the Navy Exchange Service Command 

(NEXCOM) turned its attention to the up-

coming fiscal year, E and C News asked Pat 

Igoe, NEXCOM vice president (VP), general merchandise 

manager (GMM), Consumables and NEXCOM VP and 

GMM Hardlines Barb Divjak about their goals for their 

respective segments.

‘Our great partnerships are going to put 
us over the top, and we appreciate 

everyone’s dedicated efforts to serving 
the finest customers in the world.’

 — NEXCOM Vice President (VP), General Merchandise 
Manager (GMM), Consumables Pat Igoe

Patron insight is an important aspect of NEXCOM’s 
success formula in 2015, with the exchange service’s 
Marketing team using various surveys and measure-
ments to gauge customers’ interests. NS Norfolk, Va.
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with the softer side of retail. 
“The life cycle of many of the electronic 

items has shortened; with technology moving 
so fast, we have to manage our inventory tighter 
to be able to maximize an item at its peak and 
then make room for the next generation right 
around the corner.” 

This is no surprise to Divjak, for such, she 
says, “has always been the protocol in Softlines, 
to ride a trend and know when to get in and 
when to get out.”

BORROWED TRAITS 
Divjak emphasized that speed-to-shelf with 

new products has long been a point of pride 
for NEXCOM. “We, as the Navy, pride ourselves as being ‘first to market,’” 
she said. “Many of our vendors recognize us as “early adopters” of technology, 
and welcome our customers to test new innovations. We usually trend faster 
than outside-the-gate retailers on new products, and then, the desire of a new 
product also has a shorter life cycle.”  

It has not escaped the GMM that “many of the Hardlines areas are recogniz-
ing the fashion side of technology.” Manufacturers have repurposed softlines 
philosophies to their advantage “by designing sleek, inviting silhouettes for 
the home that are more appealing to the female shopper, particularly in the 
television/video arena.”

AUDIO/UHD VIDEO
Within the audio part of the business, Divjak observed that the introduction 

of more devices that feature Bluetooth capability “also adds excitement” for 
customers furnishing and upgrading their homes. Among the advantages for 
patrons is “eliminating all the wiring and construction.” This, she said, “gives 
us additional opportunities to market to the female customer, who is a large 
part of the purchasing factor in any big-ticket item.”

Looking ahead to 2015, Divjak said,“We will continue to focus on Ultra 
High Definition (UHD) televisions, sound bars and systems. The specialty 
camera business — with GoPro — was explosive in 2014, and we feel that it 
has additional growth potential for 2015.”

Trained, knowledgeable and responsive associates are a major part of the 
sales equation for the Hardlines Division. “In 2015, we will be focusing more 
on PREMIER customer service by asking our vendors to support our initia-
tives with their in-store support associates. We plan to include our vendor 
partners and support staffing in our PREMIER customer service training 
modules to make our customers’ experience as seamless and eff icient as 
possible,” Divjak said. 

In-store and online initiatives are being leveraged together. “We are also 
planning on improving customer product knowledge through our website 
and via in-store marketing and signing,” Divjak said. “In 2014, we were 
recognized by a leading consumer magazine as the “Best Place to Shop” for 
electronics in a brick-and-mortar venue. We are very proud of that honor, 
and intend to improve our customers’ experience in 2015 to an even greater 
degree.” —E and C NEWS

with planogram execution and better product flow in these categories.” In ad-
dition, there will also be a focus on several other customer-oriented programs 
— weekly promotions and the exchange service’s weekly “WOW!” events — “to 
make it easy for our customers to see NEX offers excellent prices,” Igoe said.  

The GMM noted that other areas of focus in 2015 include the private label 
Exchange Select brand, “with emphasis on new items and our new package 
look and feel”; web exclusives in personal care related to hair appliances and 
electric grooming; several impulse programs “we are continuing to develop,” 
such as end cap, side panel, clip strip and front-end; and the Military Star Card, 
where Igoe said the card offers will be optimized “with a targeted vendor-funded 
zero-percent interest programs, percent-off savings programs and new account 
acquisition programs.”

TEAM EFFORT
Igoe noted this is all a team effort, with NEXCOM’s manufacturers, brokers 

and store managers “very supportive and great partners. Our collaborative ef-
forts are key to our success.”

For NEXCOM’s manufacturers and brokers, “Supply chain efficiencies and 
vendor fill rates are extremely important,” Igoe explained. “We want to deter-
mine the best ordering practices that will maintain in-stock levels, but reduce 
handling at our distribution centers.” Igoe added that 95 percent or better is the 
minimum acceptable rate. “Planogram accuracy and fine-tuning the category 
management processes is paramount.”  

“For all of our partners working on the selling floor, ensuring all promo-
tions are prominent to our customers is extremely important,” she said. “Early 
display of seasonal goods makes all of us more profitable. Our stores do a 
great job of executing new planograms on designated set dates. Our stores’ 
Operations team has launched an organizational model that makes our stock 
rooms very efficient.”

Patron insight is also important. “We are very assertive in our pursuit of 
gaining qualitative and quantitative information regarding our shoppers’ inter-
ests,” Igoe said. “Our Marketing team is very aggressive in this pursuit, and 
their techniques include the Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) survey; online 
customer surveys and panel surveys consisting of approximately 30,000 NEX 
customers who volunteer to participate ... and customer focus groups.”

Igoe said the Marketing team also uses various surveys — including those 
on foodservice satisfaction; Navy Lodge customers; Ships Store customers; 
and ad hoc surveys on NEX services ranging from barber/beauty, laundry and 
dry cleaning, auto repair and on other areas — to determine what is working 
and what needs improvement.

“Additionally, working with industry partners, we recently completed an 
exhaustive qualitative and quantitative Exchange Insight survey that helped us 
better understand various opportunities and obstacles our customers experience 
regarding their on-base shopping behavior,” she noted.

 “Our great partnerships are going to put us over the top, and we appreci-
ate everyone’s dedicated efforts to serving the finest customers in the world.” 

NEXCOM HARDLINES VP & GMM BARB DIVJAK
“As I end my first year in this new role,” Divjak told E and C News, “I see 

that many of the Hardlines areas of merchandise have many things in common 

Divjak
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